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Regents will invite Farer to visit
Presidential hunt
continues· on
By Harrison )!'letcher
Following a majority decision to
continue the current presidential
search process, the University of
New Mexico Board of Regents
announced. Tuesday that finalist
Tom Farer would be invited "to inter~iew. for the presidency of the
Umvers1ty of New Mexico."
The continuation of the process
would honor the regent's contract
with PA Associates and keep the existing pool of candidates.
Gov. Toney Anaya's office was
reported by United Press International to have said board members ·
were ready to announce the selection
Philip Martinez
of Farer as the next president, but
they reconsidered when informed
that Anaya would attempt to have seck to have the regents in office on
Jan. l, 1985, violate the contract.
the contract voided.
Anaya was also reported to have
Anaya said that he·would encourage anyone selected (by the current said he may demand that all new
regents) to tum down the appoint- UNM regents submit a letter of resment, that he would tell whoever ignation in advance that he could use
" was selected that they would not en- to oust any board members who
joy the governor's support, and that ignored his wishes.
Farer. a law professor at Rutgers
if the offer was accepted, that he'd

University, was one of the two finalists selected this summer. John Elac,
the regents' first presidential choice,
declined the position last week.
The regents stated in a news release that specific dates for the interviews were not finalized, but that
Farer will be asked to visit the campus within the next two weeks.
Pauline Turner, president of the
Faculty Senate, speculated that there
might be faculty discontent with
Farer because he would be a product
of the same "closed' ' search process
that produced Elac.
· In an attempt to foster faculty input in the process, Turner also said
she had made a request to hold a
Faculty Senate meeting the same
week that Farer is scheduled to visit.
Last week, the general faculty
passed a resolution calling for the
search process to reopen, that the
regents to end their contract with PA
Associates and requested that President John Perovich stay on.
Regents President Henry Jaramillo also announced that Phillip Martinez would take over as spokesman
for the duration of the search because he "represented the majority
opinion."
Regents Martinez, Ann Jourdan
and John Paez represent the majority
favoring the continuation.
Jaramillo, who is in the minority,
said he was in favor of expanding the
pool of candidates ·and that he was in
favor of 4iscontinuing the ~erviccs
of PA Associates (the finn hired to
conduct the search). "I don't know
what more they could do," he said. . City W•ter Resources workers w•de out into Y•le •venue in

continued on p•ge 3 •n effort to rep•ir •nother broken water pipe on c•mpus, the
second in two wHks.

8y Mllria DeVal'lftM
The Uiiiversily of New Mexico'$ Board ofRe~j~ts,. during a meeting Tuesday, approv~ ll of the 12 points on the ·agenda, including a
five-year capilll;-OUtlaf plan, a bid on 'the proposed running ttack :and
an amendment to the Graduate SIQdi.'lnt Association's constitution.
. 1'he proposed capital outlay plan includes completion of Johnson
Gym renovations by Septem~r 1985 and consttuc:tion of a new learn·
ing materials .celltcr whiCh would include the journalism and speech

communication departments, student publications and instructural
media services. The proposed center would be housed jn the industrial
education building. The Uni~etsity's printing plant and press would be
moved to the north campus. Future parking structures along Lomas
Boulevard and Central Avenue are ,also. intluded"in the plan.
A construction bid of SI0,9U submitttd by Page and Wirtz Con..
struction Company for tbe engineering and scienc:e library was
approved. TbC ~tual construction cost will be 512,700 including
contingency fees, ibri'eyst testina, and :movable equipment.
The boardapprovtd a bid on 1M new track facility with an additional
.seating capacity from the proposed 3,600 to S,400.
The GSA amendment d1anp the qualifitltioiis for judiciary com•

ASUNM Senate studies budget requests
by Tony Darling
While a discussion is scheduled
for nine budget requests at this afternoon's ASUNM senate meeting,
Kathy Ellis. a first-year senator,
maintained that "we will fund all
chartered organizations."
At last week's meeting, Ellis
motioned to amend three of 24 requests in Finance Committee Chairman Pat Lopez' budget packet: the
UNM Rugby Club's request for
$1 ,500; the New Mexico Lacrosse
Club's request for the same amount;

and the Islamic Republic of Iran Student's Association's request for
$750.
"They (the organizations) may be
entitled to their asked-for amount,"
Ellis said. ''I would just like to know
a little more.''
Ellis said she was aware that each
of the groups had their original
budget requests of last spring cut 25
percent. However, in reference to
the UNM Rugby Club's and New
Mexico Lacrosse Club's budget
cuts, Ellis said .. 75 percent (of
$2,000) is stilt $1,500."

When asked whether the organizations were pulling students into
the University, Ellis said, "People
attending l JNM interested in major~
ing in accounting or economics, for
instance, may show a special interest in joining the UNM Marketing
Association."
She also said that the New Mexico
Forensic Association might appeal
to students interested in a politicalscience or a speech-communication
major.

continued on page 3

miteemembcrsfrom:anyntetnbersofGSA,tolilf~rs··not''OII
the GSA t®ncil. GSA Ptesidcjnt.J~ Kooket·s.iddle chartae ••wwtd
allow GSA to work illdepcncfe;ft oflhe ptelident's counoil."
. The board agreed to join· tbe 'Greater AlbuqUtrque 'Commilfiity
EducationAII~~wilhfhe~~ue Public So(lool Syt&em
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Inside:
Suicide:
see page 5
Fourth man: a
see page 7
Skiers roll:
see page 9
Linda Klein draws the winning ticket in Skiamericard's ski weekend give·away. Winner of the
weekend for two to Mammoth Springs ski area was Christy Therkildson.
·
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Wire Report
Reprieve for
two inmates
STARKE, Fla. --A federal
appeals panel Tuesday stayed the
execution of child killer Ernest John
Dohbcrt Jr., who was scheduled to
be electrocuted Thursday with
another Florida killer who says he
can't remember his crime.
Dobbcrt, who killed two of his
own children, was granted a stay of
execution by three judges of the lith
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Atlanta until [()a.m. Friday ''or until further notice of this court."
Dobbcrt's death warrant expires
at noon Friday.
L1wycr~ for Nollie Lee Martin,
the other man scheduled to die
Thursllay in the nation's first double
execution in 19 years, went before
U.S. District Judge James King in
Miami. King took the case under
advisemcllt and said "You'll be
hearing from me." His clerk indicated the ruling would come
Wednesday.
Marlin is on his first death warrant
and none of the seven men executed
in Florida since 1976 has died on his
first warrant.
Attorneys for Dobbcrt, 46, took
their case to the lith U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Atlanta after a
federal district judge in Jacksonville
refused late Monday to stay the execution of the born-again Christian.
Dobbcrt, who has escaped two
previous death warrants, was sentenced to die in 197 4 for strangling
his frail, 9-year-old daughter. He
also is serving a life sentence for
beating his 7-ycar-old son to death.
Martin, 35, was convicted in the
I977 kidnapping and murder of a
Delray Beach convenience store
clerk. The clerk was forced to Mar-

Regents-----

by United Press International

continued from page 1

tin's home and sexually as~aulted
b~fore being taken to a wooded area
where her throat was ~lit. according
to trial evidence.
Martin'> attorneys contend he
was suffering from alcohol-induced
psychosis when the killing occurred
and has no memory of killing the
clerk.
"If he did it, he can accept his
execution," public defender
Michael A. Mello said.
Dobbctt, who brutally assaulted
all four of his children during
periodic rampages, admitted
burying the bodies of his daughter,
Kelly Ann, and son, Ryder, in
makeshift graves.
But Dobbcrt now claims the girl
choked to death and the boy simply
dropped dead two months later.
Dobbcrt was convicted on the
testimony of his scarred and nearly
blinded son, Ernest John Dobbcrt
III, who said he witnessed Kelly
Ann's murder. Defense attorneys
say the boy's testimony was warped
by hypnosis treatments and mindaltering drugs.

New Mexico traditional artists honored
WASHINGTON - A Creole
accordionist. a New Mexico Indian
potter and a Hispanic storyteller are
among 17 master traditional artists
being honored in the nation's capital
this week for winning National
Heritage Fellowships.
Accordionist Clifton Chenier of
Lafayette, La., Santa Clara Pueblo
potter Margaret Tafoya and storyteller-singer Cleofcs Vigil of San Cristobal, N.M., will be among those
receiving a $5,000 cash award and a
Fellowship certificate from the
National Endowment for the Art~
this week.
An awards ceremony and concert
will be held at historic Ford's Theater Friday evening.
"Wc are proud to honor these
very special Americans who arc
some of our nation's living cultural
treasures," said Arts Endowment
Chairman Frank Hodsoll. "They
represent both our many roots and
the kaleidoscope of cultures that

have evolved since this country's
beginnings.
"This is the third year of the
National Heritage Fellowships and
our goal is to focus attention on the

important contribution these artists
have made to the culture of our country through a lifetime of practicing
and preserving the traditional arts,''
he said.

Teen held in brother's death
FARMINGTON, N.M. -A 16year-old boy who alicgcdly shot and
killed his 14-year-old brother with a
stolen handgun was being held
Tuesday on involuntary manslaughter and aggravated auto burglary
charges, police said.
Detective H.L. Robinett, in
charge of the investigation, said the
teenager would be detained until a
hearing on the charges can be scheduled before a district judge.
Police Capt. Don Rodgers said
the victim, Jeffery A. Van Nort, and
the older boy, Scottie Van· Nort,

were in the apartment where they
lived when the shooting occurred
Monday afternoon.
"What we can find out so far is
that they were in the bedroom of the
apartment," he said. "Scottie was
playing with the gun and pointing it
at Jeffery, and it went off."
Robinett said the gun involved
had been stolen from an automobile.
The boys lived with their father,
who is separated from the mother,
Rodgers said, The father was at the
swimming pool of the apartment
complex when the shooting happened.

East German leader 'postpones' visit
BONN, West Germany- East German leader Erich Honeckcr Tuesday
called off a visit to West Germany, apparently bowing to Soviet pressure
aimed at blocking new and closer ties between the two German states.
The West German government was informed of the decision by the head or
the East German mission to Bonn, who said the move was prompted by
"extremely disgraceful" statements by West German politicians about the
Sept. 26-29 visit.
The rebuff followed weeks of Soviet media attacks accusing West Germany of seeking to undermine the unity of the Soviet bloc as part of a
"revanchist" campaign to restore its prewar borders.
The attacks rellected Soviet hostility toward any development that could
weaken Sovietcontrol of East Germany, the Soviet Union's main ally and the
most prosperous member of the Warsaw Pact.
The visit would have been the first ever to West Germany by an East
German communist party chief and represented a major setback to a recent
warming in relations between the two German states.
East Geman mission head Ewald Moldt informed State Secretary Philipp
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Jenninger of the decision at a two-hour meeting in the Chancellery that had
been called to draw up a communique officially announcing the visit.
A Bonn government source who briefed reporters reported Mold! had said
the visit was not off completely but was being postponed. But the source
acknowledged no new date had been set.
''The style and public controversy in the Federal Republic of Germany in
connection with the planned visit was extremely disgraceful. and detrimental
and completely unusual for relations betweeen sovereign states," Denis Rur,
the East German mission's spokesman, said.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl said Honccker still is welcome to visit West
Germany. But he added that the question whether the visit can be rescheduled
is "wide open."
~,
Asked why he thought the visit had been called off, the Bonn source
mentioned Soviet campaign, which began July 27, against the new improved
ties between East and West Germany.
"But I am not enough of a Kremlinologist to be able to draw the conclusion
that the Soviets banned the visit," he said.
"Despite the cancellation the dialogue with the German Democratic
Republic will continue," he said. "I am convinced the other side wants this,
too."
Some Western diplomats were puzzled by the time it took for the Soviet
view to prevail. The Soviet Union has 400,000 troops in East Germany and is
said to exercize tighter control over events there than in any other East bloc
state.

Prelaw Night
presented by

UNM School of Law
Where: North Ballroom, SUB
When: Wednesday, September 5, 1984,
7:00-9:00 P.M.
Who: All persons interested in attending
law school are cordially invited.

Applying to Law School:
Peter A Winograd, Associate Dean of the
University of New Mexico School of Law
will discuss the LSDAS and applying to law
schools In general.

The Law School Admission Test:
Frederick M. Hart, Professor of Law at the
University of New Mexico School of Law
will discuss the Law School Admission Test,
·its content and methods of preparing for
it.

Jaramillo said that the selection of

John Schoeppner, president of the

losophy."
Acting as spokesman, Martinez
said in response to the suggestions to
postpone the search that "it is our
duty to appoint a new president as
soon as possible."
"We hope to make a selection by
January. It is our intention to appoint
a new president as ·soon as possible," he said.
Martinez also said that the search
is not confined to the pool of candi·
dates chosen by PA Associates.
"Right now, we're working within
the pool," he said. "But we're not
restricted to it. There is the possibility we could go outside it."
Michael Conniff, vice-president
of the Faculty Senate, said he was
"relieved'' at the announcement.
''I'm just glad they had not decided
on a president on the spur of the
moment.''
Conniff said it was a faculty concern that the regents had already
made their choice.

current process,
Schoeppner also said he was concemcd that Martinez had failed to
announce publicly whether constituency groups would have more input in the search process.

a new spokesman for the search did Associated Students of UNM, said
not represent a split in the Board of he "wasn't very happy" about the
Regents, but a "difference in phi- regents' decision to continue the

Scott Caraway

'i

A pair of joggers take advantage of a warm, dry afternoon on campus.
I
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Professors alerted to freshman concerns
By Leticia Rutledge

A booklet developed by the University of New Mexico has been designed to alert professors to specific
freshman concerns.
The "Faculty Manual for Student
Advisement'' WIIS mailed out Thursday, Aug. 30, by the University College to professors and advisers.
Associate Dean Herta Tcitlebaum
said the manual was produced by the
University College in conjunction
with a special committee represent-

ing various UNM colleges and
advisement centers,
Freshmen can often feel overwhelmed and unprepared for college
life, Tcitlebaom said. Many are just
too shy or too embarrassed to seck
academic counseling, and 40 percent run the risk of leaving college
after their first year.
"By the time we find out the student is having problems,'' she said,
"grades have already come out."
Teitlebaum said that professors
are the first to know if students arc

having academic difficulties. "They for faculty to help students cope with
need to Jet those students know that academic difficulties, student referhelp is available through various rals to various UNM programs,
tutorial, advisement or other Uni· organizations and a general descripversity programs," she said.
tion of the undergraduate student
The manual includes suggestions body.

"We hope to make a
selection by January. It
is our intention to
appoint a new president
as soon as possible."
Philip Martinez.
Turner said she will "do cvcrvthing" she can to keep the con1munication lines open to the regents
and to let them know how she feels.
"It depends on what they do,"
she said. "If they decide to allow
more candidates Qr increase constituency input. We'll just have to wait
and sec."
"I'm still hoping that there's still
hope," she said.
Martinez said that the regents
would be announcing t.hcir "next
step" later this week.
The Faculty Senate is scheduled
to meet Sept. 11 at 3. p.m.
Conniff said the end of the meeting will be devoted to the presidential search process,

ASUNM
continued from page 1
Ellis also said that she would like
to know more about the Islamic Republic of Iran Students' Associa.
tion.
"How many people does this
group represent?" she asked.
"What are the benefits that this
group can provide to the entire stu·
dent body?"
Five organizations whose budget
requests were voted down last spring
have failed to submit their budget
requests to ASUNM including: Beta
Mu Chapter-Sigma Gamma Epsilon, ASUNM Election Commission, UNM lntemaiional Folk Dancers, New Mexico Forensic Union
and the Russian Club.

The following groups will be sub·
mitting their original budget requests to ASUNM later today: The
Arab Student Association, which
will ask for $3,605; The Iranian Student Association, which is expected
to ask for $3,750; The UNM Chapter of the American Production and
Inventory Control is expected to ask
for $1 ,590; The Ballroom Dance
Club will request $4,560; The Student Activities Publications will ask
for $2, 100; The Welcome Back
Daze Committee will request
$1,000.
The UNM Rugby Club is also expected to ask for $1,565 instead of
the figure asked for at last weeks
meeting.

the
UNM
Poets & Writers

Series
presents
readings
bv
..

JOHN BRANDI
WILLIAM OANDASAN
ARTHURSZE

SEPT. 17

PHYLLIS THOMPSON

OCT.1

MICHAEL PALMER

OCT. 22

SHIRLEY KAUFMAN

NOV. 12

THOMGUNN

NOV. 28

Admissions at UNM:

Ann c. Scales. Associate Professor of Law
at the University of New Mexico School of
Law will discuss application procedures
at the University of New Mexico School of
Law.
Refreshments Served

All readings 7:30pm, Humanities 108
Admission free to all readings
llcadings sponsotcd by ASUN!\1, GSA, the Ocparltrtcnt of Etlglish, and the creative
Writing l'rograf\1,
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Engineering department gets new head
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Regents shun concerns
of students and faculty

WANNA
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The uproar over the presidential search process during these past
few weeks should have taught the regents something about students
and faculty; they won't accept the result of a closed search process
without letting their feelings be known.
Obviously, the regents are either deaf or insensitive to the concerns
of students and faculty.
At the regent's meeting yesterday it was announced that PA
Associates would be kept on as a consulting firm for the presidential
search.
This is a direct slap in the face to the University community. Resolutions were passed at a general faculty meeting and by the ASUNM
Senate calling upon the regents to terminate the contract with PA
Associates.
WASHINGTON- Because
Perhaps the regents need to be told, one more time, that a main Jim Fixx ran and wrote popular
reason their appointment of John Elac was met with opposition was books on running his sudden
the way that the search was conducted.
djlath at an unripe 52 has generThat search process is a result of hiring PA Associates to screen ated more than the usual numcandidates. This firm has had its chance to screen candidates for the ber of boiler-plate stories about
president's job and the results have been most unsatisfactory.
the risks of this great participaIt is hard to put faith in a company that recommends a middle-level tory sport.
bureaucrat, with virtually no academic experience and little manageThose of us who are rerial experience, who also just happens to be a friend of the president creational or competitive runof said :>mpany, for the job of university president.
ners could duplicate them in our
Simply said, we've been burned by PA Associates. Worse, we are sleep. They say or imply that Fixx
and his fellows are compulsive
going to continue to be burned if the regents have their way.
neurotics who crave selfLater this week, the regents will announce whether they wi_ll all~w inflicted pain (just look at their
input from various constituencies on campus about the pres1dent1al facesl) and who yearn, like Narsearch. Regent Phillip Martinez, who is now in charge of the search, cissus, for a springlike beauty.
(replacing Henry Jaramillo,) said this in answer to a question from
Runners who also write can
John Schoeppner, ASUNM president.
usually fight down the temptaIt is unfortunate that Martinez Is in charge of the search now, tion to respond to the insults. But
because he has shown nothing but disdain for student and faculty some of the baloney this time is
of such an exceptional ripeness
opinion.
After the Tuesday's regents' meeting, Martinez illustrated this by that it cries out for slicing telling Schoeppner "We've had your input, John, and it's no good." especially a Washington Post
Martinez should define what he means by "good." Does this mean article by Dr. Richard Restak:
that unless one agrees with Martinez one's opinion is not "good''? "The Jim Fixx Neurosis: RunFaculty and student representatives have not been passing resolu- ning Yourself to Death."
Restak, a neurologist, is aware
tions and asking the regents to listen to them simply because they
that
the medically significant
enjoy creating controversy. These actions have been taken with the
aspect
of Fixx's sudden death
hope that this time the regents would hear.

.... commentarg

Running; discipline or neurotic habit?
was that he had two blocked
coronary arteries. But Restak is
less concerned with medicine
than with pop psychology.

Politics

.

1n

Profile
By Edwin M. Yoder Jr.
In "medical circles," he tells
us, Fixx "conforms to the profile" of the "obligate runner." For
such a runner "running is a compulsive drive." Such runners
"generally feel unfulfilled in their
professional or personal lives ... (and) use running as an aid
toward the denial of aging,
physical dissolution and death."
In some ways they even resemble anorexics, whose peculiarity

-..Letlers
Letters from extreme fringe raise adrenaline level
Editor:

1enjoyed reading Nilson Joyce'.s letter in yesterda~'s Lob?· I h?vea
lot of respect for those plucky Naz1s- always defendmg the1r pomt of
view. 1 also suspect you print letters from the extreme fringe as .a
public service- sort of a cup of coffee for your readers to start the1 r
day off with. Most are amused. Many work up a little self-righteous
anger. It doesn't take long for the anger to .dissipate, but the adr~n?lin
persists and one rushes off to class cunously buzzed, the ongmal
stimulus forgotten.
After class yesterday, I read the Wire Report and got my adrenaline
level back up to where I like it.
1enjoy the Wire Report because I like to think of truth as being like
some Greek god that comes hissing across the continent into typesetting machines. It's all very dramatic, and UPI stori~s al-.ya.ys seem a
little closer to reality than the Sports page or barely mtelhg1ble letters
like Joyce's. Also, they juxtapose in interesting ways with other stories. Yesterday's was about two good ol' boys from New Orleans who
smacked into a Central American tree trunk while standing up for

what they believed in. As an adminstration official was quick to point
out, they were "mercenaries," and no one had any idea what they
were doing in an American-built helicopter over Nicaragua, or who
was paying them.
You see, Nilson, his idol William F. Buckley, and the three mercenaries are what are known as extremists. The news is full of them,
they are all around you, and you don't have to worry about a thing.
Because people have free will and good sense, especially American
voters, you never need fear that an extremist could come to power
here, or that one could ever hurt you.
Dreams are harmless, too. That's why I'd like to learn how to put
subliminal imagery into the newspaper so all the readers can wake up
tonight at 2:30 and know how it might feel to lay face down in one's
own blood, shivering and twitching, while a soldier grinds the starter
of a big jeep and defends his point of view, like on the streets of
Warsaw 46 years ago, or in a corn field last night in Guatemala.
Scott Portman

is the compulsion to starve
themselves to an unnatural thinness.
To back up this "profile," Restakcites medical journal surveys.
But presumably he never interviewed Fixx and has no clinical
evidence at a.ll to support the
assertion that Fixx was a running
neurotic.
Dr. Restak, I suppose, has
been offended by some of the
nonsense written in praise of
running. At its silliest this
celebratory stuff is to antirunners what golf was to H. L.
Mencken: a provocation.
Mencken once opined that no
one "guilty of golf" should be
trusted with public office. Restak
and others of the anti-running
lobby suspect that long-distance
runners would flunk their Rorschach test. Prejudice, though disguised for the moment as medicine, marches on.
Stripped of the cant, mysticism and pseudo-medicine {pro
and con) the truth about running
is simple, perhaps disappointingly so. Most runners are probably a bit compulsive, if you fancy the pseudo-explanatory jargon of pop psychology. But one
man's habit is another's discipline, and what of it?
Why, then, do runners run?
Satisfaction, a net yield of cner·
gy, relief from sedentary or
heady jobs, fitness for racquet or
other competitive sports, or just
for the hell of it. That's why most
do it.
Most runners know, as Fixx
surely did, that genetic endowment is an important factor in
predicting life span. Since his
father had died young of heart
disease, those particular odds
were against him. But no one can
say whether Fixx's running lengthened or shortened his life. Runners will guess that he weighed
the active life against the sedan·
tary life and chose the first. And
cheerfully, too, it would seem.

I

By Evelyn Kennerly

The new head of UNM's department of electrical and computer engineering said he will cheer for the
· By Mari~t DeVare011e
University of New Mexico at football games against Texas Tech UniTbefi$calb~tdget of the Graduversity, his employer for the last 25
·ate Studies Dep;ntment a.t tb~
yellt's.
University of New ·Mexico has .
Before beginning work at UNM
been finalized fQr 198,5. an!;l
Aug. 13, Russell Seacat was a professor and chairperson of the depart·
$45 ,500 in additional. fund$ llt'e
· available to st!ldents WbQ qualjfy
ment of electrical engineering at
for tbe !ISSi$tantsbips and scho~ Texas Tech University in Lubbock.
lllt'sbips~
Seacat said he hopes to make
The Graduate Studies office UNM' s department of electrical and
bas five challenge assistantships
computer engineering "a departavailable, The assistantships ate
ment of excellence to take care of the
designed .to promote projects
University community and state."
•'that llt'e no'vel, interdisciplinary
At the present time, I'm studying
and have pott::ntial fonlevelopthe department and seeing \Vhat
ment beyond their initial year,"
changes have to be made, if any:
sai4 Charlene McDennott, dean seeing what the priorities in various
research areas should be, and trying
of graduatt:: studies.
She s11id theoffice.is ''panic~.~:- • to develop better relations with the
local industry and laboratories.''
lady interested .in proposals that
Seacat said that he plans "for the
would probably ·not. be im,.
plemented. WithQu.t Jh~: aWllt'ding present time to encourage the
of a challenge as.sistlintship. We young, to obtain external funding,
ate not solicitiug propo~ats which and to encourage the better students
to come into the graduate program
would notmalJy be viewed favor•
ably .by the organizations sup• both from. the state of New Mexico
and outside, and to make the re- f!ussell Seacat looks at plans for a new electrical and computer engineering and science
p<>rting reSl!arch in the field.'' ·
Swdents who hav.er theit pro, search better." He also said he plans library for UNM.
jectsselected can receive $6,000 to develop better relations with the
Seacat also teaches an electrical plant, Amarillo, Texas. "We de- and science library center, sche·
local industry and laboratories.
plus tuition and fees for one year
engineering course in basic circuit signed and built the plant," Seacat duled to be completed in 1986.
He said most of his time at UNM theory.
while working with facultymemsaid. Pantex now is used to assemble
·bers. The ptoPQsals must have a has been taken up with registration
Prior to going into teaching, Sea- nuclear warheads.
Peter Dorado, fanner chahperson
and ''just learning more about cat had his own consultant business
University department support,
Seacat received B.S., M.S., and of the department of electrical and
$aid Peter Ci11rczak, associa~ what's going on. Regulations differ in electrical and mechanical en- Ph.D. degrees in electrical engincer- computer engineering, is on a oneat different universities and learning gineering.
gfildiUite studies dean.
ing from Texas A&M University, year sabbatical at the University of
California, Santa Barbara. When
The funds are available to sup- about this is taking up a lotoftime,''
He fonnerly was head of the elec- College Station, Texas:
trical engineering department of
port students. who C!lrrently have
Seacat's depllt'tmenl will be mov• Dorado returns to UNM, he will be a
no funding or are willing to resSilas Mason Co. at the Nevada Pro- ing into UNM's new electrical and full professor of electrical engineer·
ign their present funding.
,
ving Grounds and at the Pantex computer engineering/engineering ing, Scacat said.
''l think it's the only program
~n campus that makes available
to students the OpPQrtunity to
pursue innovative projects with
Distinguished Visiting Professor
significant financial support and
Walter Picard. from Frankfurt, West
free of any obligation to teach or
The wandering Lobo invites you to
Gennany, is teaching in three Arts
do research," Ciurczak said. ''It
camp and tour the canyon with
and Sciences departments this fall.
gives students money to do their
Picard served for 18 years as a
projects."
.
representative in the Bundestag,
A sevcn•member challenge
West Germany's parliament. He
!ISSistantships committee will dewas also a legislator on the local
cide the winners. and the
Cost per person $55.00
level for seven years.
awllt'ds will be made during the
Includes:
Round
trip
transportation,
All day tour of the canyon
Picard is teaching a political scispring semester of 1985 for the
ence course, a class in German poliLunch & dinner Saturday, Breakfast Sunday
'8!;-'86 academic yellt'.
tical literature and an honors
In addition to the assisPayment due by September 5th
seminar.
tantships,. a single graduate fel•
For more information, call The Student Travel Center
Half of Picard's salary is paid by
lowsbip widt a $5,,500 stipend
located at the basement of the SUB 277-2336 or 277-7924
UNM, and half is paid by th~ Kade
plus tuition and fees is availabl.e.
NAME
Foundation in New York, which
Ten graduate Presidential FelADDRESS •••••
lowships, each with a $1,000 awards scholarships to professors
stipend, are also available. These !~aching the Gcnnan language, culPHONE ....... "•.....•.•.•.••..•..•..•
ture or politics in the United States.
aWllt'ds are available to all graduPicard has previously taught in
ate students, including those who
llt'e presently fUnded.
. the Department of Modem and Clase For more infonnation con~ sical Languages' Gcnnan Summer
tact the Graduate Studies Office School in Taos. He plans to return to
Frankfurt in December.
at 277-21U.

Picard teaches
honors seminar

CANYON de CHELLEY!
STUDENT TRAVEL
September 8th & 9th
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Arts

focus·
Suicide

Suicide myths and facts listed
By Kristie Jones
Myth: Never mention suicide tll a
dcprcs~cd friend: you might drive
tum into it.
fact: Suicidal thoughts occur to
ncurly everyone. Asking a friend if
he i> considering wicide might help
•·xprcss wh;t( is wrong in his lil'c.
Myth: If a friend talks about
~uicidc. he won't really do it; he is
looking l{>r atlention.
flact: If he talb about it, that
might he a warning that something is
wrong, and help is nccucd in wnrkmg things out. Never <~ssumc your
friend is automatically safe because
he mentions suicide.

Last spring semester, four University of New Mexico students
committed suicide. Of those, one
occurred the weekend following fin&l exams.
"People think they arc supposed
to become the people they are going
to be in later life during ndolc::scencc," said Jim Dietsch of the
Suicide Crisis Telephone Service for
the University of New Mexico Mental Hcnlth Center. "College is the
first extended, long-term test of
whether they arc or are not that
person."
Dietsch suid the di.ffcrence comes
with new and possibly unexpected
responsibility. "When you're in

''If things come one at a time it's usually easy to

handle, but if everything comes down at once- the
end of a relationship, lower grades than expected,
financial problems- no one can handle it all alone.

college and you don't go to class, no
one comes running after to check up
on you," he said. "When people
aren't used to this, it can be unsettling."
With students, stress can be an
unknown quantity. "Besides the
pressure of grades, there is the question of whether or not you're studying the right thing," Dietsch said.
"Loss of structure" can lead to a
sense of being out of control that can
eventually lead to depression.
Kathy La\uence, student directcr
of Agora: UNM Student Crisis Center, said most callers considering
suicide have more than one pressing
problem.
''Students have more pressures,''
Lawrence. said. "There's school,
primarily wanting to do well, relationships, family, not having
enough money- there's so much
that can happen."
Both Dietsch and Lawrence
agreed that a single problem can, but

VISIONS

and

REVISIONS

rarely does, lead to suicide. "If
thing$ come one at a time, it's usually easy to handle," Lawrence said,
"but if everything comes down at
once - the end of a personal rel<!tionship, lower grades than expected, financial problems - no
one can handle it all alone."
Dietsch outlined five levels of
suicidal behavior that one can watch
for, but he said that they have no
clear boundaries, and not every
suicidal person goes through each
one of them.
The first is ideation, or simply
thinking of suicide. Dietsch said that
almost all of us think of it at some
point, but most people do not pass
beyond this stage. The second is
threat, which can mean either talking about it ("I just want to die,") or
actually threatening (''If you leave
me, I'm going to kiii myself!").
The third stage is gesture, or such
actions as playing with guns or
knives. Attempted suicide, is the
fourth stage. Deitsch said that an
abortive attempt at suicide often precedes a successful one. The fifth
stage is suicide.
New Mexicans between the ages
of 15 and 24 are two times more
Iiklcy to commit suicide than the
youth of other states according to the
I979- I 981 statistics. The high statistics have several explanations, he
said, and the New Mexico statistics
reflect portions of our culture. There
are 25.6 suicides in New Mexico for
every 100,000 people in that age
group. Nationally the figure is 12.7,
he said. The New Mexico male/
female ratio is 45!5 per 100,000. In
Bernalillo County there were 29
male suicides and lO female suicides
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b!!tween I 979 and 1981. In Guadalupe County. which has a high concentration of Native Americans because its reservations, the male
suicide rate was 108 per 100,000.
There were no female suicides in
Guadalupe County during the
period.
Dietsch said the difference in
male and female suicide rates has to
do with chosen methods. "Men
usually choose more violent
methods," he said.' More men
choose to use a gun than women, and
the certainty is higher with such a
method, he said.
But women seem to gesture or
even attempt suicide more often than
men. "Usually three to four times
the number of women than men
attempt suicide, but three to four
times that number of men succeed in
suicide," Dietsch said.
Dietsch also said that the phenomenon of the suicide fantasy is
normal, such as Tom Sawyer and
Huck Finn watching their own
funeral. "Th<~t's a suicide fantasy,"
said Dietsch, "and everybody wonders how family and friends will
react should they die."
Dietsch said Suicide Crisis h<~nd
les many ''third-party" calls. These
are calls from a friend or family
member who is concerned about a
change in someone' s behavior, such
as eating or sleeping habits, and they
want to know how to handle it.
Such a change also can manifest
itself in living habits (personal and
home cleanliness) and in a normally
extroverted person becoming withdrawn. The best thing to do is to get
the person to talk to someone, either
a friend or a therapist or anyone with
whom the person feels comfortable,
Dietsch S<~id.
Suicide Crisis does not just handle
people considering suicide, Dietsch
said. "In fact most of our callers are
people who are pressured and upset
but not yet desperate enough to
seriously think about suicide."

Obsession kills in Fourth Man
Tlze Fourth Man opens Friday at the Guild
Theater located at 3405 Central S.E. The
film runs through Sept. 13,

to her own secret places after he is trapped,
The beginning of The Fourth Man reveals
these· images with portents of worse to come.
[t does. But not to the audience. It comes to
Review by R.J. Olivas
the principal character, Gerard Rcvc (Jeroen
Krabbe), by way of a lecture he is to give in
A spider encroaches on its victim: a fly Flushing, a coastal town where a literatllre
snared in the supple, nearly invisible fibers of club has invited the noted author to speak.
the predator's web. The hunter advances,
On the train ride to
Gerard enwithout remorse, and expertly wraps her prey, dures more
dying and utterly alone, into a meal for some
future time. The prey becomes a badge, a
token of victory.
idols:
Christ web
figure,
the between
Virgin Mary.
Its
The aspider's
is held
religious
field of waris a Catholic panorama ofbleeding
hands and feet, wounded heads, eyes awash in
mystery·
Enter the human prey· He is a quavering.
perspiring burden to himself and society. A
writer obsessed with the divine and the sacriligious.Amanwholivesontheedgeofhisown
dre<~dful imagination, tinged by too much
alcohol. Perhaps he is a murderer; perhaps he
is only believing he is.
He arises from an uneasy sleep. His first
arduous steps downstairs are like the crumbJing life his limes seem destined to carry with
regret.
And those legs shall carry him into the
spider's lair, and the spider shall carry him off

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-·-·1;~~~.~~~
woman and child overtly symbolic of the Vir- Z. e
gin and Jesus. The train ride over, Gerard
encounters a man waiting for a coffin; the
loose banner on it identifying it as Gerard's
but shown to really be for a certain Herman.
The undertaker smiles as he speaks of the
young man's death in Spain on top of a
woman.
The dream/prophesy/hallucination sequences continue throughout the film, becoming
especially intense in a castration scene where
Gerard's new lover Christine (Renee Soutendijk) alternately employs scissors or her lov·
ing arms on the author.
Dutch director Paul. Verhoeven sets a pace
to this sensual, and disturbing, thriller which

ll'

i

ettr

Gerard lunges at Christine in The Fpurth Man at the Guild T!leater.
never becomes tedious, but rather runs, then
frantically races to a finish both enlightening
and mocking. For the audience it is like being
strapped to a chair in some brave new experiment and facing the terror of unknown jolts, as
electric current pierces the senses.
Reminiscent of Hitchcock's mastery and
polish, it is, nonetheless, riveting in a new
way. Unlike the Hitchcock films, the very
black humor is pointed directly at institutions,
sexual noons or human frailty. Set against a

briskly paced script (except a "warm-up"
style introduction), humor loses charm and
becomes victim to torture by obsession.
The Fourth Man will stun you, and not
kindly. It is a fascinating, delirious excursion
into obsession within obsessions, The performances arc tight and nearly flawless, and,
more than a few times, they arc point blank
accurate.
This is not a film to miss.
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Join us for these exciting events:

Jim Sagel:

Wednesday, September 19th 5-7pm
Signing his new book, Los Cumpleanos de Dona Agueda
Open House! Refreshments and music. ·

Rudolfo Anaya:

Friday September 21st 5-7pm
Signing his newest book, The Legend of La llorona

Helen Caldicott: Wednesday, October 3rd

Time to
be announced
Author of Nuclear Madness, founding member of Physicians
for Social Responsibility, outspoken critic of the
arms race, signing her newest book, Missile Envy.

GRADUATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
Council Meeting
Saturday, September 8
9:00 AM
Room 231A SUB
Coffee, doughnuts and bagels wiU be served.
AU graudate students welcome.

It could be art, parking lot art, with many portraits of Jesus.

PflQIO$tfapl1 court~Y of .\iu.'lot"um or ~w .\lt•XI<.:o

The Southwest experience in literature
A syrnposiunl presented by the University of New Mexico

TAKE NOTE.

September 0-14. 1984
sund.w. st·ptl'mht•r <l
'.l!i p·m.

opening addrl"SS by Ft.lnk WillerS, dlllhur.
Tht' ,\IJII W/10 Killed tht• Dt•t•r

\ton<f.lr. St·prcrni:Jt•r 10
7lO p m.

rnc sourhwe!>tcm novel. b)' Jatl< Schdefer, author. Slliinl"

~iilSOilit

Tm•sd.w. St'Pt<'mlx'r 11

l'itllonulln film. by Burl Kt'nnedv, tno\·it• dfrctu>r.
l'<lflllWt•d by showing nf Tilt• tfoimders.

Klmo Theatn•

6:JO pm.
wetlne~dav.

St·ptt·rnlx•r IJ

l .. Jo p.m.
Wt•dne~day, S~ptemh<'t

;.:lo p.m.

12

Tt•mp!t•

Now when you ask for quality
processing by KoCfak, you'll get
more than great looking prints
and slfdes. "How to Take Good Pictures" is
packed with photos, information and advice
that can help you take better pictures. Usually
$5.95, it's yours free when you receive
processing by Kodak of any size KODAK
Color Print or Slide Film. Ask for details.

Chlidrens lill'raturt'. by Bvrd aavfor. author.
·
Hawk. 1m \'<Jur Brortrer ·

PO('try <>f rhe sourhw<•st. by Lucl Tdfldhonso. aUihor.
Se,l5ona/ Worilen

Agua Nt~gra
l'loyn• Alexander, author, fled Dt·cr

L<1U ttornert>. aUihdt,

lhurstMy. S<>pt<•mtwr 1:1

7:Jn pm.

l'rtd,tv. SI'Ptcml:lt•r t4

11

~.m.~4

book (,llf ilild ilUin!ltaphlng

Litnm,·rman l.ibtJry

The Slote. For all

p.m.

f'mlay. Septl'nllwr 14

:J:Jo p.m.
l'tida~·

lll~lury .ltKI folk(ort', by tl. .-\. ,\lilrt'S. 'Padrt' Marlillt'l:
,1 Tlll'illtlt tnterprctatiuit'
Tomas .\tl'ilcio, "Pa<Jrt• Martiht•z: Varicllt'S of ltlcnlt>!l)"
SoUthwt•~f

S<'P!t'rtlb<'t 14

when you order
processing by
Kodak of your
KODAK Color Print ~~~
or Slide Film

your pholographle

t•~nt'l ••Idvt'ntutt•

and film procesatng

co,dudlng <tddr<'ss b),• Hudollo Anaya. <tUthOr. /Jicss Jte. L'll/rtm

lngs for students,
faCulty and staff.

.md mystery. by Stephen Donaldson. ilUIIlor.
711<' Cllronldt's of Thomas Covt'il>mt. rlrt• t 'rrlwl/ewr
Tony Hiilt•rman. ~uthor. Tlw Dark Witld

~s.~lsav•

Klv.!

7:00 P-nl.

Till' Milsontt· T~mPI<' Is locil!t'd i111634 t:mvcrslty ll!vrl. :-;e.
Ttw Kimo iht•;,lttr 15 Toc·.urct {lt thr t·omt't or 5th ami Ct"illt<ll, downto•wn.
1 he- Kiva 15 h)(-l"'!t<d ~t 1t1e l'lli,..<~r.-.;uy of !'iew Me.'<K<> jusl norttlt.·a~t -nr the New \1t'"-ito l't1!1)J\.
Tht'- 21mn1crmai1 Ubtar)• l<i lnt'JINf .u the l'nlVNSitY or ;-.,;t"\.V .\tC'"\,CO.
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Arts
Theater in the round

Chairman praises program,
bemoans lack of facilities

Sweetwater's Care
1844 L11mas N.E.
M-F: 7 a.m. t11 4 p.m.
Weekends: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

By Monica M. lnchody

Geologically. UNM is located
on the banks of an old Tijeras
Canyon drainage - thnt is, before natural forces and city planners diverted the principal
arroyos to the south of town.
Lomas is located in the trough of
that :.mcient wash, You might
think about that on your way
down Yale to Sweetwater's Cafe.
You might' also think that their
weekend brunch of eggs Benedict, Florentine or Sweetwater
(with fresh asparagus~ when in
season) is the best and fairest
priced in town. Yo•J would be
right.
Owners Tad Snyder and Leslie
Richards, both seasoned (sic)
local restauranteurs, manage
Sweetwater's with an eye for detail and quality. Freshly squeezed
orange juice, julienne french
fries cooked in peanut oil, gourmet pies and cakes, and homemade breakfast sausage; these
high points, along with daily luncheon specials at less than $3,
prove that you can enjoy your
lunch for a few pesos more without staring into the abysmal burger bag.
Sweetwater's is the firstplace I
take out-of-town visitors for
breakfast or lunch because it
offers a well-chosen menu including local flavors. Try the
Hersch's Favorite (beef brisket,
green chile and cheeses grilled in
a flour tortilla) or the weekly turkey and sour cream enchilada
special if you want com ida Nueva
Mexicana.
Life in the fast food Jane is
drab. The UNM neighborhood
has plenty of alternatives. For my
money (your's too), Sweetwat~r' s Cafe is among the best in
Alhuquerque.

wor~se;t~;llers for the week
By United Press International

Fictio11
1. The Fourth Protocol Frederick Forsyth
2. First Among Equals - Jef·
frey Archer
3.• Revenge of the Robins Family - Thomas Chastain
4. " ... And Ladies of the
Club" - Helen Hooven Santmyer
S. Lincoln: A Novel- Gore
Vidal
6. The Miko - Eric van Lust·
badcr
7. Job: A Comedy of JusticeRobert Heinlein
8. The Aquitaine Progression Robert Ludlum
9. The Walking Drum - Louis
L'Amour

Need a reason to get out
of the house?
Read "Stepping Out" in
the New Mexico Daily Lobo

MODERN STUDENT
NOTEBOOK!!!

•
SONY: TCM-3

THE NAME FOR QUALITY

0

0

RECORDER

SONY.
WALKMAN

AN \NEXPENS\VE

STUDENT
SPECIAL

Lobo skiers already
preparing for 1985

10. Full Circle - Daniellc Steel

Non-fiction

I. Webster's II New Riverside
University Dictionary
2. Loving Each Other - Leo
Buscaglia
3. Eat To Win -Robert Haas
4. The Book (Living Bible)
S. l98S Guide Book to
U.S. Coins- R.S. Yeoman
6. Nothing Down - Robert
Allen
7. Zig Ziglar's Secret of Closing
a Sale -Zig Ziglar
8. Random House College The·
saurus
9. Random House College Dictionary
10. In God's Name- David
Yallop

Tai Chi,

She has skied on .the Canadian
National Team and was a World Cup
Despite all the frills, chills, spills competitor. She also is a champion
and thrills which Lobo athletics has water skier in Canada and currently
produced over the many genera- holds the title as Eastern Canada
tions, one thing remains constant: National Water Ski champion in allthe University of New Mexico has around competition.
never won a national championship
Other alpine skiers include Per
in any team sport.
Wassgren from Sweden, Steve
.Last season, however, UNM Wood from Los Alamos and Tercameasclosewhentheskiteamtook ence Larkin from Manlius, N.Y.
third place at the National Collegiate Larkin was the top .B-team skier last
A th 1et i c Association cham- season and has been moved up to the
pionships.
varsity squad this year because of his
But in the sharply competitive improving skills.
world of intercollegiate athletics, - Speaking of the B team, it is basithe inevitable (if cynical) question to cally a campus club that allows
be asked is: What can you do for an skiers to develop their skills to the
encore?
point where they can qualify for the
Well, the first thing you can do varsity squad.
(after you finish celebrating the
~In fact, the Lobo ski team will
historic acheivement, of course) is hold an organi~ational meeting for
to recruit. But head Coach George individuals .interested in joining the
Brooks already knows that.
B team on Thursday, Sept. 6, at
In his 15th year at the helm. 3:30p.m. in Room 115 of Carlisle
Brooks can also look forward to the Gym, Both Alpine and cross country
returnofl7oflastyear'sathletcs,l3 skiers are encouraged to attend. for
of them competed at nationals last more information call 277-S423 or
year.
277-S244.
Also returning is Vesa Suomalaincn of Finland, who returned to
The Lobo Ski team has begun
the cross country team after a one- their preseason training for the new
year leave. He was in the Finnish season. Besides running, biking,
arn1yand part of their am1y ski team. weight training, and skating, the
Oh yes, the new recruits. They Lobos have been roller skiing. Cross
include both men and women in both country coach Klaus Weber said he
Nordic (cross country) and Alpine trains his skiers on roller skis for a
(downhill) racing.
couple of reasons.
Among the Nordic skiers are
"It helps us avoid injuries on
Andrea Mcna of Los Alamos. She muscle and tendon groups," and it
has only been cross country ski rae· enables skiers to use almost the same
ing for two years but is a two-time exact muscles and movements as
New Mexico Junior Ski champion. skiing on snow,
Siv-Katrin Ramskjcll is from the
But skiing on rollers can lead to
home of Nordic skiing - Norway. bad habits. "Because there is no reThe Alpine skiers include Daniel- verse motion,'' Weber said,
le Labrie of Quebec City, Quebec. ''you're able to extend your leg

lure Ce.nf)~er
• .

KungFu

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Nm To Lobo TMDUr
CaD 268-7023
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REGULARLY $59.95

Take care of all
your rubber stamp
needl at

kinko·s copiqs

.Sarna

Peter Spokus, of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, swats one to left field during an intramural
softball game at Johnson Field Tuesday.
farther backwithout slipping. This quick bailouts.
lazyskiingcanleadtopoortiming."
There arc IS members on the
Weber handle~ tl~is P<?tential cross country team. They will be
problem by momtormg h1s team skiing on rollers for another seven
through video-tape analysis.
weeks, until about the middle of
Distance runners have found great
A straight line, of course, is the November. Such is the price of success in the Nordic skiing events
shortest distance between two glory.
at the Olympics. Hallgcir Brenden
points, but roller skiers don't wantto
However, all is not gloomy, lone- of Norway won the gold medal at the
get there too fast. They therefore some training. The Lobo skiers will Winter Games in 19S2 at 18 kilo·
pick their routes carefully.
compete in two to-kilometer roller meters and at 15 kilometers in 1956.
Brenden was also a two-time
''We do most of our training on ski races. The first will be in Los
old (Route) 66. east of the city, but Alamos on Oct. 9 and the second on national champion in the 3,000metcr steeplechase run in 1953-54,
we've also skied the bike paths and Nov, 7 in Albuquerque.
up the back side of Sandia," Weber
While it's mainly used as a train- as was his countryman, Ollc Ellcfsasaid. Even on flat terrain, the roller ing tool for snow skiers, it's not in- ter in 1960 and '62.
Ellcfsater won the Olympic gold
skiers sometimes suffer "roadrash .. conceivable that roller skiing will
- skin abrasions that come with someday become a sport unto itself. in 1968 in the SO kilometer Nordic
event.

Cross country
SkierS 8fS0 run

To protect you,
calls charged to
your number will
have to meet with
your approval.

ONLY

$47.95

REGULARLY $59.95
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sports
By John Moreno

"We arc a beehive of artistic activity ... the cheapest cultu:al resource in
town. We nced.sl\ldents; we want them to know weare somcthmg to be proud
of."
James Linnell, chairperson of tne Department of Theater Arts s~caks
highly of the work his students and faculty perfon~, but cxpr~sses bc~lld_cr
ment that the majority of UNM students show little or no mtercst m hve
theater.
.
·
d · ·
''Our (theater) students put in long hours rehears mg. swcat~ng an . gt.vmg a
good performance," Linnell said. "There is nothing so dtsappomtmg as
playing to empty seats."
Student apathy is not the only p:oblem, howcycy.,The departme~~ h~s ~ad
to limit its enrollment, especially Ill the dance diVISIOn, because of a lack of
space.
"We have been growing steadily for seven years, but our programs are
dependent on space," Linnell said. "We have been rcqu~stwg spa~c for
dance for over five years. We arc busting our scams now, usmg the available
space we have. You can hold off growth only so long."
Despite lack of student support and ~tudio s~acc, Linnell s~id he feels the
department is earning a strong rcput~twn outs1de N~':l' Mextc~, The dance
program has traveled outside the regton, and the Bntlsh Amencan Theatre
Institute has already staged two theatrical productions here, and plans arc
being discussed for a joint production next summer,
It is the performers, playwrights, choreographers, st~gehands, c~stu~ers
and makeup artists, Linnell said, who are a source ofpndc to the Umvcrstty.
"It takes a special person to do the kind of work we do in the theater,"
Linnell said. "We want students to check us out. No one will drop popcorn or
beer on them, and they may even find a few cheap thrill~."
The department offers performances in ~odcy Theater, JUSt cast of ~ope
joy Hall, and in the Experimental Theater 111 8417. Both theaters arc 111 the
Fine Arts Center.
T/ze Playboy of the Western Worlll, a play by John Millington Synge, will
open on Oct. II in Rodcy Theatre, and Sam Shepard's Curse oftile Starving
Class opens Oct. 2S at the Experimental Theater.
~For a complete list of performances call the Department of Theater Arts
at 277-4332.

Review by Michael Wilkins
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\'\'e want to protect you from fraud or mistakenly
having long distance calls hilled to yom number. So we
require verification on all pay phone calls billed to a third
number. That means if \our number is to be billed, an
operator will ask either }·ou 1>r someone at your home or
business to approve each call when it's made. If the line
is busy or nobody answers. the operator won't complete
the call.
If you place a third number call yourself, you do
have billing alternatives. You can call collect or pay for it
in coin. The fastest, easiest way, however, is to charge the
call to a ~1ountain Bell Calling Card:~
But should someone want to charge a call to you,
we'll make sure it meets with your approvaL That way,
calls you don't want to pay for aren't made at your expense.

For the way you live.
@
Mountain Bell

2929 Monte VIsta NE

Albuquerque, NM 87106

2312 Central SE
255-9673

(505) 265-3562
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sports
Lobos set for State
By Jeff Wells
In I H93, the University of New
Mexico defeated New Mexico State
University 25-5 to end u successful
>cuson. The Lobos look to start this
season in the same m<1nncr Saturday
night when they meet the Aggics in
the 75th game of the series.
The Lobos hold a commanding
lead in the series, having won 46
rincluding II of the last 12), lost 23
and played to 5 tics.
The Aggie~. led by second-year
head coach Fred Zechman, lost last
week to San Jose Stute, 14-0, in an
error-plagued game that may have
cleated more mystery thnn points.
Tlw Aggie offense, expected to play
wdl, was miserable instead. It
accounted filr only 154 total yards,
mo~t of them ''oming in the first
quarter. They also lost three fumbles.
At a press luncheon yesterday,
Lobo Coach Joe Lee Dunn ex prossed hb surprise. "They became a
pretty good offensive team (last
year). It's surprising to me that they
didn't do a little more than they
did."
Starting quarterback Pierre Cooper was not exactly earth-shattering in
the opener, completing 5 of 16 passes for all40 of State's yards through
the air. His relief. sophomore Jason
Young, wasn't any better, completing none of 4 attempts. It remains to
be seen who'll start Saturday. Other
candidates include Mark Haugo,
Lance Smith and Roswell's Jim
Miller.
The one bright spot for the Ags
coming into Saturday·~ contest is the
play of the defense, which was expected to be weak. NMSU allowed
San Jose 355 total yards, 209 of that
through the air.

McEnroe survives rain delay

"We didn't think thntthcy'd be as
good defensively as they are," said
Dunn. "They had to replace some
mighty tine people." The Aggies
are expected to start eight seniors on
defcnse,'the same as the Lobos.
Dunn says his team won't overlook the Aggies despite their poor
showing last week. ''I think our kids
un!lcrstand that if they don't play
good, New Mexico State could beat
tis. It's that simple."
Points After: Texas-El Paso, San
Diego State and Colorado State arc
named in Penthouse magazine's
seventh annual list of "20 Worst
College Football Teams," which
will appear in their October issue.
UTEP, which played well in its 2017 loss to Texas A&M, is picked us
the fifth worst, with CSU and San
Diego State somewhere in the
second ten.
Two of the Lobes' future oppo·
nents, Baylor and Brigham Young
face off at Provo, Utah, Saturday ... Game tickets for the LoboAggie contest are available today in
the Student Union ... The Lobos have
opened their season nine times with
the Aggics, winning eight.
Last year, the Lobos earned the
state bragging rights by scoring 24
first•half points in Las Cruces en
route to a 31-10 victory. Quarterback Buddy Funck, who will be
starting this Saturday night, scored
three touchdowns.
But for this Saturday's game,
Dunn remains vigilant. "We got
some defensive breaks against them
last year that set up most of our
touchdowns." Dunn said.
But he added, "Then we didn't
move the ball the rest of the night.
We 'II have to play a lot better on
offense against them this year if we
hope to win."

NEW YORK (UPI) - John
McEnroe patiently sat out two
min delays Tuesday before beating qualifier Robert Green, 6-3,
6-2, 6-2, to reach the quarterfinals of the $2.5 million U.S. Open
Tennis Championships.
The top seed from New Yark
won the first nine points of the
match, but then Green made a
creditable showing, breaking
McEnroe's service in the third
game and then holding for 2-2.
Green, 24, from Boston, is
ranked 132nd in the world,
actually took more games from
McEnroe than anyone else did in
three previous matches.
He also came up with the best
line of the tournament, saying,
"Waiting in the locker room before the match you had to feel a
lot like Gary Gilmore {an executed killer and the subject of
Norman Mailer's The Executioner's Song), waiting for someone
to come and get you."
In his four matches, McEnroe
has yielded a mere 19 games
without dropping a set. He also
boosted his match record for
1984 to 66-2.
"I hadn't seen him play, but a
couple of people told me some
things about him," McEnroe
said, "so I was aware of the fact
he had a big serve and attacked a
lot, and I just tried to prepare
mentally for that before I went
out there.
"I also thought he'd be vulnerable to the lob, and I was able to
exploit that."
The M;tn of the match w~s de-
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LEISURE SERVICES SCOREBOARD
Room 230, Johnson Gym • Phone 277-4347
TEAM POLLS AND RESULTS
Slow Pilei! Softball
Men
1. Jukebox Heroes
2. limestone Cowboys
3. Sultans of Swat
4.SAE
5. Dirty Sox
Women
1. Bouncers
2. Kappa Kr11nch
3. Alpha Chi Omega
UPCOMING
EVENTS
lnnertube Water Polo
Miniature Golf
Tennis Singles/Doubles
Goff Singles
Flag Football (FF)
Solibalt Co-Reo

6. Sea Anchors
7, Mean Green
8.FAC
9.Sigma Chi

4. Delta Delta Delta
5. Beta Br11lsers
MANAGER/
PARTICIPANT
MEETING
Wed. Sept 5
Wed, Sept 12
Wed, Sept 12
Wed, Sept5
Wed. Sept 12
thur, Sepl 6

•All Mar~o1gn 'Partfdpant ml'ctlngt. aJe mandatory. Thty ete held ilt 4:15 pnt In Room

·
154 of JohnsOn G!,"m.
"AU FaC\Ihy Siaft M11n11gerl'attlcfpant trtHilng. i'ln!mandalory lhr11 are heU lli Noon
In Room. 230 o• JC'Ihnien Gym.
Iff')' Rrflmdable Ftnrelf fee ofSJO 15 due at· thr j'ttanllgrrPartldpant mi'~lng.

GETAWAY PROGRAM
Santa Fe Fiesta
Frldav, Seplember 7
Don't miss the lun and excitement of the annual Santa l'e
Flesla and the burning ol Zozobra, old man gloom! Sign up
now lor this bus lrlp to the Fiesta. We'll bP leaving Friday,
Seplember 7 at 3 pm ltom the east side of the Fine Arts
Building at UNM and will return to Albuquerque around 11!30
pm. Entry fee: $6 before Wednesday, September 5 at5 pm.late
registration: $1.
Embudlto Hike
Saturday, September 8
Enjoy the last o[ the beautiful summer weather on this eight·
mile llike atongthe Elnbudilo Trail in the Sandia Mountains!
Participants wlll meet al 9 am on Saturday. September 8', on

the southwest side of Johnson Gym to carpool to the trail and
witt return by 4 pm. Volunteers are needed to drive and Will be
reimbursed for gas. Entry fee: $3.
Horsebadc Riding Clinic
Sunday, September 9
Are you interested In Improving your horseback riding skllls?
Attend this clinic on Sunday, September 9, at Las lorna~
Ranch In Tijeras Canyon. Sessions are available at 9 am for
beginning riders, noon and4 pm for Intermediate level riders. A
$14 fee will be charged for participants registering before
thursday, September 6 at 5 pm. Late registration: $15.

II

The Board of Regents voted to
accept the bid of Bradley Construction Inc. to build a track facility adjacent to University Stadium, University of New Mexico Athletic
D.irector John Bridgers said
Tuesday.
The facility, to be named the
Great Friends of UNM Track Sta-

Court 2
Basketball

Beep l!alf
Wheelcl1alr
Bas~elbalf

Volleyball or

Mon & Wed: 5:00·7:00 p.m.
Sal: 10:00·12:00 p.m.
Tues & Thurs: 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Sun: 9:00·i2:00 p.m.
Mon: 6:30·7:30 p.m.

•

J. G. Fields

Fligll1 JackO! Genuine Gl
" •
and BfuG- •

Carlisle <lym

••••••••••••••••••

Bash1balf

dium, will seat approximately 5,400
and is scheduled to open in the
spring of 1985.
Bradley's low bid of $1.057,951
was $1,100 under estimates, Bridgers said at a press conference. ''We
ended up getting everything we
wanted," he said. Bridgers said his
original plan was to get the stadium,
even if it meant sacrificing some
scats.
"It probably means that we can
have the state high school meet as
well as have that many seats available for the Western Athletic Conference Championships."
"It's good news to (head football
Coach) Joe Lee Dunn) because he
wants to get them (the Lobo track
athletes) off the football field,"
Bridgers said, jokingly.
The architects are Flatow, Moore,
Bryan and Associates. They will
meet Thursday for a pre•
construction meeting to decide when
construction will start, Bridgers
said. Approximately half the construction cost is being paid by private contributors who have given
$512,500 to the project.

tfu! Ultu-r~e· Servk4!"1 Offli:'ii:! fi-1peattd In th~ NE comet ol John~n Gym. Roont 230,
PhtmP- 2114341 II you .art! comfri[iiQ the l.elsurP. Service~ Office. Siop 11t the rt•ceprlon·
fst'tdetlt Dnthl!' main Boor 8ild hav,:them call lip iutheofffclf:llndaSk fofnrri Gullrrtl!'l.

••SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT"•
The Fronller,1.elsure Servfces Scoreboard will soon be appear•
lngln Monday's Da/lyl.obo. The Scoreboard Will move from
Wednesday to Monday, beginning Monday, September 10,
1984. The Budweiser Player ot the Week 111111 appear every
Wednesday, beginning Wednesday, September 12, 1984.

flour tortilla & small soft drink
$1.69 45¢ savings
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Lobo track gets a boost

Auxiliary Gym

Yoga or

.serve percentage of 73 percent.
However, he registered only one
ace to four Jor Green, a strong
6-foot-4, 180-pounder.
''Sure, there was some intimidation," said Green, who
graduated from Boston University with a degree in Russian language and literature. "If you're
out there on the court watching
him play, he does things so effortlessly. He's not a Lendl sitting
back there booming every ball.
He just strokes the ball nice.
"Later on you realize how
easy it is for him, and you wish
you could play like that."
Asked if his studies in Russian
had prepared him for an occasion
such as this against the world's
top player, Green said, "It prepares you for the depression
afterwards."
Unseeded John Lloyd was
leading No. 9 Henrik Sundstrom,
4-6, 6-4, 6-4, when their fourth
round match was delayed a third
time by rain.
Because of the rain, the scheduled women's quarterfinal between Hana Mandlikova and
Carling Bassett was postponed
until Wednesday.
The men were scheduled to
complete their quarterfinal
bracket Tuesday with Mats
Wilander playing Tim Mayotte
and Tomas Smid going against
Gene Mayer in the afternoon.
McEnroe next meets the Smid!
Mayer survivor.
At night, defending champion
Jimmy Connors was scheduled to
play Joakim Nystrom.

'

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
Start Dale Monday, Augu.t 27, 1984
Instructional Recreation PrOjJram for
the Handicapped
DAYS AND TIMES
BUILDING
ACTIVIlY
lues & Thurs: 5:30·6:30 p,m.
Olympic Pool
Swimming
Sol: 12:00-1:00 p.m.
Johnson Pool
Wetghl Training
lues & Thurs: 6:3().7:30 p.m.
R;u:qudball
Mon & Wed: Arr
Racquetball

Spicy Green Chili Stew

. .

When the players retumed following the second delay, McEnroe ripped off 16 of the first 17
points to race through the next
four games and take the set. He
then broke in the third and fifth
games of the third set.
"I had the chance to sit down,
which helped me because I
hadn't really prepared the way I
would have liked," McEnroe
said. "It could just be experience. I'm usually a pretty good
starter. I was ready, and maybe
he just felt a little bit sluggish."
The actual time of the match
was an hour and 31 minutes, and
McEnroe had an impressive first

Registrations For AU Getaway Acttvltles WUI Be Taken fn The
Leisure Servlc<!S Office, Room 230 hi Johnson Gym.

·-------------------------A Large Bowl of our
I
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I
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layed for two hours and five minutes because of rain, and there
was a suspension of play for half
an hour at 2-2 in the second set
because. of another light rainfall.

with coupon expires 9-12·84

Frontier Restaurant
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Recharter Your Student
Organization
•AJJ student organizations must recharter for the 1984/85
school year
•organizations wishing to appear In the 1984/85 edition of the
"Campus Guide to Chartered Student Organizations" must
recharter/charter by deadline (see below I
•New organizations wishing to charter for the 1984/85 school
year should also meet the rechartering deadline - forms available at the Student Acttvltles Center- call277-4706 for more
Information

Rechartering Deadline:

Friday, September 7, 1984, 5pm
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LOBO WOMEN'S GAZETTE
Lobo Women's Gezette will appear the first WedneMiay of each month

Kessel's Impressions of the Olympics
UNM's volleyball coach, Laurel Bras·
sey Kessel was•a 1980 Olympian and a
member of the U.S. Delegation to the
23rd Olympiad in Los Angeles, Laurel was
one of tour liaison officers between U.S.
athletes and the United States Olympic
Committee {USOC). Her primary respon·
sibility was "to keep the athletes happy."
More specifically, the liaison officer took
care of routine problems which allowed
the athletes to give their full attention to
their competitive event. A liaison's duties
ranged from handling transportation
problems to how an athlete could contact
their family. The liaison staff even gave a
pep talk to one team that needed a boost.
Laurel would like to share with you some
of her impressions and behind-the-scene
experiences of the Olympics.
Prior to the Opening Ceremony• Two
days before the big event was to be
staged, the liaison officers called for a
team captains' meeting to elect the U.S.
flag bearer.
"First we decided on the criteria for
selection. Edwin Moses came to the
meeting 20 minutes late, and someone
piped up that one of the criteria for selection should be showing up to meetings on
time I This received a laughing vote by all
captains!
"After several nominations of out·
standing athletes, Ed Burke, hammer
thrower, was finally selected to carry the
flag for the U.S. Ed carried the flag proudly, and at arms length all the way around
the Stadium.
"As one may have perceived in viewing the opening ceremonies, the entire
performance required detailed planning
and several scheduled practices. The
liaisons attended the practice sessions
and, then they carried the information
back to the various teams. During practice
I was the stand-in for Edwin Moses who
delivered the Olympic oath. This is my
claim to fame!
"During one practice, they asked that
everyone be quiet as they were working
with a new animal. I just happened to be
looking at the correct entrance when they
released the eagle which swept down,
glided low across the length of the Sta·
dium, and came to rest on the Olympic
rings. The wing span was unbelievable
and watching the graceful movement pat·
tern was breathtaking. Everyone was
quite affected by the spectacle.
"Originally the IOC planned to limit
the size of each country's delegation for
opening ceremonies. As a result, many
coaches who had worked with a team for
a number of years would have been left
standing in the wings. You can imagine
the uproar this caused. The U.S. was
alloted 640 march tickets and had 750 in
the delegation. Finally, our Chef de Mission appealed to other countries to let us
use their extra tickets. The turn·out was
unbelievable. Delegates from Italy,
Japan, Egypt and many other countries
offered os their tickets, so that we were
able to accomodate our entire delegation,
which was the largest in the history of any
Olympics."
Ooenjng Ceremonies: "Each delega·
tion assembled in the Arena prior to the
20 minute march to the Stadium. With a
3-hoor wait, the anticipation increased
among the u.s. delegation, which of
course was the last to enter the track. You
couldn't hear anything in the Arena so
you didn't know what was happening.
Once we started to march, 8 abreast, we
entered the much-talked-about tunnel
and still we could only hear the voices
around us. But, all of a sudden, we went
around a curve in the tunnel and
thousands of people came into our view.
As we marched out onto tile track, the
noise and numbers of people were over·
whelming. We walked as if we were in a
daze Which played havoc with our forma·
tion.lt was difficult to keep yourself from

looking up into the cheering crowd of
90,000 and from bumping into the person
in front of you. I've never experienced
anything like this before. I just felt warm
all over and a surge of national pride welled up inside of me.
"The feeling of friendship and comradery seemed to explode as we took our
position on the field. Athletes from the•
various countries began exchanging
pins, etc., with old friends that they had
competed against for a number of years.
The dancers left the track and joined
hands with the athletes as everyone
joined in singing. I was standing between
two Yugoslavian athletes who read the
words to the song while the rest of us
sang. The crowd must have been experiencing similar feelings, because they
lifted their arms above their heads and.
began swaying back and forth in time
with the music. And it wasn't just a few
involved spectators, but the entire Stadium crowd.
"One of the most impressive parts of
the ceremony for many of us was witnessing our role models carrying the torch
and the Olympic flag. At this moment, the
friendship that was felt among all of the
athletes jumped across any political bar·
riors that might have been present. I wish
our government leaders could experience our love and respect for one another
and then perhaps the boycotts would
stop."
Competition: "The liaison staff became acquainted with many of the various team members by attending practice sessions. One of the highlights was
getting to know some of the members of
the gymnastic team by attending one of
their workouts. The guys were especially
congenial and helpful in explaining the
various actions taking place during practice. Through my observations, I found
this group of athletes to be a very tightly
knit group and very concerned about
each others performances. The women's
group was more competitive within the
ranks.
"In the past, the men's basketball
team was notorious for being egotistical
and aloof; but, that was not the case in
LA. Our team was delightful and surpri•
singly, as a whole, they were a soft·
spoken group. For instance, Patrick Ewing
was very quiet, talked in a low voice, was
very well liked, full of enthusiasm, and
always had a smile on his face.
"The women's volleyball team, 1,1nlike
the men's team, did not stay in the Olvm·
pic Village, but were located about one
hour away. The Village afforded athletes
an opportunity to meet people and a
place to relax between events. After the
men arrived in the Village and completed
processing, they were like a bunch of little
kids in a candy store. In their excitement
they had to check out all the spots in the
Village, and just kept smiling at every·
thing. There were all kinds of activities,
with most free to the participants. They
ran current movies. every two hours:
there were all kinds of food bars, a
cafeteria and a Vidal Sasson hair salon. A
lot of women went home with some pret·
ty wild hairdos! They also had a video
center where an athlete could view an
opponent's past performance, which was
a popular hangout in the Village. And, of
course, you had the disco and the coffee
house with live entertainment each night.
During these periods in the Village, it was
also a time to share in the excitement of
the gold medal winners. The vibrations
from the gold enhanced many athletes'
performances. Once again, I'm sorry the
women's volleyball team was unable to
partake of the -excitement, activities and
sharing of competitive el<periences.
"I didn't go to the first few women's
volleyball matches, thinking that they
would breeze through the competition
without any difficulty .. I also wanted to

catch some of the other sports, knowing I
would be with volleyball during the medal round. I came back, however, from the
gymnastics competition and everyone
was talking in high-pitched voices about
how the women had almost lost to Brazil -from then on I attended each match I
"I was able to view a number of different venues. One of the liaisons had been
a member ofthe 1976 equestrian team, so
one day we visited the stables. The horses
were magnificent, and as you may imagine, this is one Federation that is mone·
tarily well off. It was also fun to watch the
men's handball team compete and to renew old friendships. They had trained in
Colorado Springs at the same time I was
with the national volleyball squad. I also
watched some of the field hockey, wrestling, cycling and water polo along with
other sports. While watching the athletes
in action, I was reminded of the many
friendships that have developed through
international competition.
"The spectators were great. They
were extremely supportive of all athletes
and cheered for everyone regardless of
what country they represented. They did,
however, go crazy when the U.S. performed well or won a medal."
Closing Ceremony: "I was a little disappointed. In Montreal, the closing was
for the athletes and was one big party.
The same was true, I'm told, in Mexico
City where the athletes were able to participate directly in the festivities. In L.A.,
the athletes were .spectators like everyone else in viewing the spaceship descention, the alien speaking to Earth, and
watching the fireworks go off... and
off••. and off. When Lionel Richie sang,
everyone thought 'now the party will begin.' Wrong- he sang one song and was
gone. The athletes did try to do a chain
dance during some of the music, but that
was stopped and all of a sudden everything was over.
"The closing ceremony was probably
more impressive for the foreign athletes.
They kept tiving to figure out where the
spaceship came from; they were amazed
at the laser show; and you could hear
them oohing and ahhing over the Hollywood spectacle. Maybe it was 'the old
hat' Hollywood special effects that
caused my disappointment."
Overall Impression: "Aha- it was
everything I expected and more. To have
been a part of the Olympics has to be one
of my most memorable experiences and
that takes in a lot of international events.

When I watched the men's volleyball
team receive their gold medal, it was like
receiving the medal, too. I could relate to
the struggles and sacrifices necessary to
reach this pinnicle.
"Probably most important to me was
the fact that this way my Olympics, too!
Even though I chose not to compete,
being a liaison officer made up, some·
what, for the 1980 Olympics that I was
forced to miss, I can't el<press how thank·
full am to have had this opportunity and
experience. The memories that I carry inside will never be forgotten!"

Lobo Women's Volleyball
This team willl>egin competition Sept. 7
against Arizona State in Tempe. The
Lobos' home opener will be Sept. 27 at
7:30pm in the Arena against West Texas
State. Come and Watch this exciting ac·
tionl You are invited to visit with Olympian Laurel Kessel and the Lobo players
after the match in the Pete McDavid
L.ounge.

September Home Events
Sept 1·3: Michetobo, lobo Tennis Club 9 am
Sept 8: Cross Country vs ASU, Univ Stadium 10 am
Sept 14·16: NM Closed, Tennis Club of Atbuq 9 am
Sept 27: Volteybalt vs Wostl'X ST, Arena 7:30pm
Sept 29: Soft batt vs NMSl), lobo Field (DH) 1:30pm
Sept 30: Softball vs NMSU, lobo Field 1:30 pm

Tom Selleck posters
Back By Popular Demand
Tom Selleck is the honorary team captain
of our Gold Medal 1984 Men's USA Vol·
leyball Team. This poster has become a
much-desired item since the Olympics
and features Selleck in a USA Volleyball
jersey and trunks. The posters are available for $5.00 in Carlisle Gym, Room 110
from 2-5 pm everyday, and in the SUB
from 11 am-1 pm on Wednesday and
Thursday. All proceeds go to the UNM
Women's Volleyball Team.

Old Timers Softball Game
Old timers from past Lobo teams and the
Jokers team will face each other Sept. 16
at Los Altos #1. Game time is 8 pm and
admission is free.

UNM Turquoise Card
The 1984-85 women's athletic season opens with a new concept in ticketing for
home events- THE TURQUOISE CARD. This credit card will allow bearers to view
over 40 athletic events for just $10. It will provide admittance to all volleyball and
softball games as well as entrance to gymnastics, tennis, swimming, track and field,
and all but three double-header basketball games. Special events such as a vol·
leyball match between two Olympic teams would require separate admission.
The Turquoise Card was designed to provide entertainment for the entire family at a
moderate price. Often ticket prices are •o high that only the parents can afford to
attend athletic events. We hope under thls new concept, children will be able to
accompany parents and be exposed to a wide variety of competitive sports at an
early age.
Tha Lobo Turquoise Card is your sesson ticket to women's sporting events at UNM.
Don't Get Caught Without ft.

YES! I WANT TO OWN A UNM TURQUOISE CARD!
Enclosed IS my check fot $
for
cards.
($10 each plus Sot postage and handling)
(Children under 5 admitted free}
The UNM TURQUOISE CARD
"Don't come to Albuquerque without it!"
Name _____________~~----~------------------------Address ------~--~-----------~~-~Mail to: UNM Turquoise Card, Athletic Ticket Officii-South Campus, Albuquerque
NM 87131. 277-2116.
'
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Classified
Advertising
• 174 per word per l~sue,
four or less times.
• l Z4 per word rer issue. nve or more
wnsecutlve times (no refunds).
• $1.00 minimum chMge.
• Dcildllne is I p.m. the business day before
the ad Is to run.

13 I Marron ttall, 277-5656

Las N oticias

possibllitiesatth¢ Jaycee meeting. Mike.
916
SEND YOUR MESSAGE to that SJli'Cial someone or
friends and family. Make contact with a message In
the classificdstoday. Deadline: 1 p.m. the day before
insertion. 131 Marron llall.
tfn

FOR RENT: 3 BOll townhouse 3 blocks from UNM,
fireplace, whirlpool. Must be
responsible student or racquetball player. 247·2SQ2.
917
t'EMAI.E ROOMMATE WANTED to share
spacious 3 bdrm. house, north campus. Non-smoker.
$155 plus'-"' utll. Call Joan- 242-9207,9-5:30.
917
DRF.AM HOUSE, SPA.CIOUS private basement
with bathroom for rent in gorgeous home. Located in
quiet beautiful neighborhoor.l, S min11tc walking
di>~ance from UNM. $250 all bills paid. Partially
917
furnished. Call Bridget, 243-4387.
W,_NTED; ROOMMATE FOR two bedroom
apartment ncar Carlisle and Oibson. Rent $180 plus
917
utilities. Phone Joanna 265-8780,
MATURE FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2/br
house 1/blk from Medical School. $200 pius one·half
utilities. 266-6096 evenings or weekends.
917
HOUSEMATE WANTED: SHARES br house near
golf course w/3 adults, I child, I dog. Nonsmoker.
$liS plus utilities. 255-6491.
9/S
A.LMOST NO RENT- exchange for childcare
afterschool. Single father needs help. 266-6947 after 7
p.m.
9/6
TilE CITA.DEL: SI)PERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to S37Q. All utilities paid, Deh1xe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no Pl'ts. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFJIICIENCY apartment, 1410 Olrard
N.E., $250/mo., for one i]1:rson, $270/mo. for 2
persons, all utiltties paid, $17S security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or Jll'ts, Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
3 bath, garage,

Food/Fun
WA.NNA. COOL PLACE to dance'n romance? Can't
get Into 999's? Come to OLSU's "Speakeasy" Dance
Saturday night for fun times, good friends and music!
Tickets $2.50, room 21S SUU.
917
NOTK~I CAFE FEA11JRF.S espresso, gelato,
croissant sandwiches, and 30 Imported beers. 35!3
917
Central NE(ucross from Nob Hill) 'lll U p.m.
, PARTY? CONCERT7 FOOD? The Daily I..obo has a
place for your classifieds about Restaurants, Parties,
Food Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc, Give the details
todaY in "Food/Fun.".
tfn

Services

IUl(:ISTllATIQN GoiNG oN now for IJNM's
l>ivl~mn of Continuing Education fall classes.
QUICK, ACCURATE, TYPING: research papers,
Cooking, computers, crafts, recreation, fitness and.
theses dissertations, charts/graphs in my home THE
more. Most offered evenings. Call 277·3751. Add a
OTHER OFFICE 836·3400.
9128
9/5
I ittle Clm to Your l.ifel.
TUTORING ENGLISH AND French Degreed.
JII':Y z•:TA'sl YOlJR'JlE great rockers.
Certified 256-323~.
9/28
< ongrstulations and thanks. Monga nnd the Lambda
WORD
PllOCF.SSING
PAPEllS,
resumes.
AP;\,
C'h1'~.
9/S
MLA formats, etc. Jim,255-2150.
9/28
TilE IUSI'ANIC t:NGINE.:RING Organizatipn will
TYPING FAST, ACCURATE, Affordable 299·110~.
be holding its first general meeting Wednesday,
12110
SeptemberS at 7 p.m. in Woodward, room 147. A
GRADUATE STUDENT IN Corrales area desires to
guc\1 speaker from Ho.teyweli will b~ present. All
tutor in composition Amer lit, grammer, etc. Phone,
!tudent~ ~re welcome to attend,
915
897-1220.
9/S
GA. V AND LESBIA.N Student Uuion hosts author
WOIUJ PllOCESSOR. PAPERS, thesis, resume,
~1dney Abbott Thursday night, 7:30 p.m. 2~0A-C
vitae, and dissertation. Call ~66-3174 or262-020S,
~Uil.
916
9/10
YOU CAN Ill.; ('ER'fiFif.D to teach handicapped
with l)achclor's l)egree, Visit Sp~ial Education TYPING: EXCELl.ENT SPELLING and grammar;
fast, accurate, confidential. Days26S-5176, eves. 255Depnrtmcnt for in formation about training program
3580.
9/13
9/10
and scholarships.
WOMEN'S YOGA FRIDA.\' 5·6 p.m. Yoga Center,
PRINCt; (~IIA.RJ,F.S, PRINCt:,~S IJJ and You. Join
9/S
the elite royal crowd. Run for Hom~"oming King and 2SS-Z9QO, 268-0182,
Queen. Applications in Alumni Offlee and ASUNM • WORD PROCESSING JIIGJI quality typing at a
Deadline September 21. 277·5808 or 277·5528.
917
reasonable price, Call Wordstuff. Please don't hang
up if you get the answering machine, 294-0899. 9/S
IIOT WOMEN WITII a past! La Fuerza desires
SOCCER experience, reasonably serious team WE REPAIR YOUR broken cassette taJli'S and/or
commitment (two practices/week Johnso!l Field,
make duplicate copies for $1. Cassette Corner, 222
Sunday games). 265·1470.
9/12 YaleSE.
915
A.MAZt: YOliR JIR!t:NDS, confuse your e!lemies: A.CULEX WOllU PROCESSING. Thesis, disser.
Become a l'ubtished Author! Local writers Interested tations,ternl papers, resumes, graphics, 262-0017.
in developing feuturc articles dealing with current
917
trends in art and literature are encouraged to cnll277· TYPING CJ,OSE TO UNM Reasonable rates call
7529. C'SW can give your portfolio a Doost.
917 243-5146.
9/20
l'Rf."illlF.NTIAI, SC'JIOJ,ARS: COME by the l'RIVA.TF: GUITAR INSTRl1CfiON, Beginners lo
Honors Center (First floor Humanities) to vote for advanced, All styles. Reusnable. Tony 344-9040.
dub officers. Voting continues through Wednesday,
1119
September S nt 3 p.m. All scholars may vote. Can·
didute profiles are posted.
915 ACCURJ\TE, EXCEI.LENTTYPIST. Term Papers,
Resumes, ETC. 294-0167.
9/28
U"'UERS, M•:t.'T WITH the Jaycee'$ Thurs., Sept.
6, 7 p.m., Rni231AStlB.
9/6 PIA.NO LESSONS: ALL Ages, Levels. Laura
Kramer-265-1352.
9/19
MEDI('AL SCJIOOI, UNilERGRAD and med
TYPIST-Tt:RM PAPEllS, resumes299·8970. 10/J
•t11dent~ .scholarship representative will be at 1st floor
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
lobb~, llusic Medical Sciences Bldg. Sept 5 and 6, 9
tfn
a.m.·3 p.m.
9/6 rentalsand repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 2SS·331S.
I:'EIU'ORMING ARTS S'fVDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
INCF~'iT SllRVIVOR St:U'<help group beslns
256-1061; 265·3067llallet, Jazz, Vocal coaching. tfn
~eptember 6, lJNM Women's Center. Call 2(i(i.6060
ruMMM
M
SOFT CONTACT LENSES arc now very reasonable
I'SY Clll STILL .lives. Organization meeting will be for every1hingl Call - Make appointment. Doctor
held Wed. S Sept, at 7 p.m. in the Psych Dept Eye Clinic, across from LaBelles, SOI9 Menaul NE.
tfn
Ubrar)'. All members and those Interested in 888-4778.
membership please attend.
9/S CONTA.Cf.. POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
RECIIARTt:R YOUR STUDENT organization or Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
charter a new one! Student Activities Center, room
106, NM union, 277-4706 Deadline: Friday, Sep- A.CCURATE INFORMTION ABOUT con917 traception, steriUzation, abortion. Right To Choose,
tembcr7,1984 ·5:00p.m,
tfn
CSW IS Jn;REI Only Sl .so. Available In 131 Marron 294-0171.
Hall, UNM Bookstore and local bookstores around PREGNANCY TF.STING A couruellng. Phone 247·
campu5.1luyonetwo... NOWJ.
9110 9819.
tfn
CI.UB7 MEETING? EVENT? Advertise in Las
Notlcias. Only 10 cents per word per Issue for UNM
departments and organizations.
tfn
LOOkiNG FOR FEMALE roommate to share three
bedroom house ncar Girard and Gibson. Please call
843·7218, ask for Pam or Zadle.
9/1 I

For Sale
MOUNTAIN J,AND. SOUTII of Tijeras. Wooded.
Excellent passive solar site. Utilities. Contract OK.
Under$10,000. 255-0202 eves.
9/15
RENAULT R·lO 1970. Excellent condition, 35 mpg.
European style and economy. Kevin, 247-2888/2439536,
9/ll
'77 CHEVY MONZA., Oood condition, UNM
Parking pass. Asking $1050. 294·9741, leave message,
9/11
1978 IIONDA HAWK 400. Fantastic condition, low
miles, $900. 277·3272.
9/ll
BLACK ON BLACK '76 Trans Am AC AT PS
AM/FM Cassette. $3485 obo, 242-2084.
9/11
KING-SIZED WATERBED, bookcase headboard,
9/11
heater, mattross pad and sheets. 265-7042.
1978 YAMAHA 650 Custom Low miles Great
9/10
condition $99S or Dest 265-3087.
FLUTE, WM. S, HAYNES sterling sliver
professional model, $375.75, Oi]1:n hole, C·foot, 3446451.
9/10
BICYCLE: .MEN'S RA.I.EIGII SUJll'r course 2S",
Reynold's tubing new tires one year old, Excellent
condition. $300. Caii277-S287.
9/7
BICYCI.E: WOMEN'S HUFFY IO.speed, excellent
condition. SSO. Call888-0367,
9/7
KINGSIZE WATERBED WITH dresser. Betsy, 884·
8371.
917
HA.NGLIDER FOR SA.LEI .Model CS-B. Great
condition, S5SO firm. 844-9608/266-1774. Greg
916
O'Neil.
COMMODORE64 WITII 80 column board, modem,
data cassette and monitor. Will Include word
processing and terminal emulation software. $420

-----------

Housing

City

2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
& A Lar~e Soft Drink

Personals

DANA, LOVEll ROCKING with you. O.T.L. 9/S
IIEY GUYS: TIIA.NKS for the octaga•ml What's up
(or ne~t weekend? K.,A.,J•• ,&K.
9/S
LF.SI.EYG, TIIA.NKSa billion! Cheryl.
915
IIF:Y BIRTJI DAY BOY! Sorry Your spare shoes are
out of lown. But when they get back we'll do tu~edo
shirts and see the town! Have a great week! Love ya
Somebunny.
915
JOliN, 1 Nt:t:D lo talk to you about leadership

Makers of Hand.made
Indian Jewelry

127 Harvard SE 1h blk S. of Central

_____ _

L--~--~.s~~.Z?

TUESDAY: BEER BLAST $2.00, ALL THE DRAFT YOU CAN DRINK
WEDNESDAY: S04 KAMIKAZEES
THURSDAY: NEW WAVE MUSIC, $1 SHOTS OF SCHNAPPS
FRIDAY:
~
SATURDAY: ~~
SUNDAY: $2.00 TEXAS ICED TEAS
BOTTLED DOMESTIC BEER S04

DOMINO'S II
1
PIZZA
DELIVERSTM II
I
FREE.

$1.50 Off
Get Sl 50 oH any 16 Domu'IOS Prua'
Limited Delivery Area
Offer good el ell Albuquerquo stores
One coupon per p1zta
Coupon also good lor tarry·llut

I
II
II
I

75¢ Off
Get 75c elf any custom made
DOtTllnos P1ua and en1oy one
deliCIOUS ptzza!
Limited Delivery Are•

Offer good et all Albuquerqu 1 stores
one coupon per p1zza
Coupon al~t1 QOOrl ''" carry·oul

:expjAI1iia :expl1iia
!,

I
Hours:
11 am· 1 am Sun.-Thurs. I
11 arn - 2 ~m Fri. & Sat.
I
, H'\-1 u~.~fH,"l(
P·l ..'(J In,_
I

l'i;
~~~~~~~----~'<

1

OLDTOWN

The UNM School of law Clinical Law
Program offers legal services for stu·
dents and staff. The services are furnished by qualified law students under
faculty supervision. Availability is 11~
mited to those whose assets do not
exceed established guidelines. $3.00
registration fee.
Call 277·5265
for Information end
en appointment.

262-1662

Featuring Neopolitan,
Sicilian and whole
wheat pizza

WP"agon

Clinical
Law Program

3920 Central S.E

I. 75 good today 9·5-64

c:;overed

.._~_

:9!~1~
0

262·1662
3920 Central S.E.

~-

I
I
I
I

1.

:-:

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

complete. 262·0645 eves.
9/6
JIILECABINET- 4-drawer, sturdy, $90, 256~0029.
9/6
PIANO - ELEGANT UPRIGHT, .e~cellenl tone,
$900. 256-0029.
9/6
1WO HOLLAWAY BEDS. $20 each. Call after 7
9/7
p.m., 2$5-9478.
DINE'ITE SET, 2 SOFA chairs, TV·stereo stand,
San&ui 771 receiver, wood dining table, ch1lirs. 292·
~~

ffl

Employment
JOI! OPENING BAKER'S ass't. Will train part•
time. Call 881-8222, ask for Rick or leave name and
phone number.
9/11
CA.FE OCEANA IS accepting applications for dishwashers, full and part-time. Apply in person Wed,
Sept 5, Thurs, Sept 6, between 3 p.m. and S p.m. 1414
Central SE.
·
9/6
APPUCATIONS ARE BEING taken for work study
students at the Automotive Ceqter. No experience
necessary, will train, Apply or call the Automotive
Center277-36SO, 277-3659.
9/11
PART·TIME HELP wanted. Must be 21. Must be
available Tuesday, Friday, Saturday Mternoons and
evenings, Apply in person, Walgreens 4820 Central
SE,
9/6
BLACKJACK DEAL.ERS 3hrs/$1S.OO No Real
Gambling, Just Fun· Details 892-0524 after 9pm.
9/7
DONA.TE PLASMA AND earn up to $70 plus per
month, Your plasma Is vitally needed. Help save lives
and supplement your income, Call266-S729.
9/5
WORK·STUDY NEEDED immediately. Two
positions OJll'n, 20/hrs per week. An opportunity to
gain good office experience/skills. Twing required.
Contact Claudia at277-411S.
9/7
CONTINUING EQUCATION HAS work study
positions oi]1:n for varied, interesting office
work- 15/20 hours/week, Also available are two
Interesting positions In a greenhouse project located
in the north valley. Contact Phyllis Marberry, 277·
1167.
915
RELIABLE EXPERIENCED BABY sitter fiJr
22/mo, old. M·W-F (fle~ible) ll:IS a,m. to2:1S p.m.
Must have references. Sheila 883·7359.
915
NOW HIRING WEEKENDS only. S3.3S/hour.
Apply in Pl'rson, Uncle Cliff's S301 San Mateo, 883·
9063.
9/5
PHOTOGRAPHY ASST.II OR Ill needed at
Biomedical. communications. Must be work study,
Graduate student/equivalent e~Jll'rience. Familiar
with all phases of photography: copy stand, location,
graphic art camera, B and W development and
printing, Contact Chris Martin, 277-3633.
Photography portfolio required at interview.
9/10
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply In Pl'rson, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5SI6 Menaul NE and
S704 Lomas Blvd. NE.
917
APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN for student
(work-study, Non work study) Help for catering
events. Prefer applicants with some restaurant e~
perience. Apply at New Mexico Union Food Service
officeNl44onMain level ofSU ..
9/10

Travel
SEPT. 8th AND 9th. Camping at Canyon de Chelly,
Arizona, with Student Travel. CaU :;!77-2336 or 2777924.
915
TAKING A TRIP7 Advertise your trip, advent \Ire or
ride needs In the Daily Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found
REW,.RD; WHITE BRIEFCASE, artist's materials,
etc.Stolen8-31. N.Q.A.298-8164,266-3S27,
917
DYKE, J. YOUR Drivers License is at Stud. Book
917
Co-op. SUB basement.
CHARLES B. your driver's license is in Marron Hall
Room 131.
917
REWARD: LOST A woman's brown wallet on
Tuesday, Aug, 28 in the Geology Bldg phone booth.
Call2SS-2859,
9/7
REWARD BEING GIVEN. Lost, big male yellow
labrador retriever. Call 848-1825 or247-32S8.
9/S
LOST AT MITCHELL Hall, Aug. 29, Canon AEl
Camera. Reward for it's return. Call242-8502. 916
LOST: CUT OPAL ring in ladies room at Zim·
merman. PLEASE RETURN. Substantial reward
offered. No questions asked, Call Cheryl, 298-1920 or

m

s•n~~

IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fits keys. Chds's Indoor Store, 119~ Harvard
SE, directly behind Nat11ral Sound. 262-2107.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4;00 p.m. daily,
tfn

Miscellaneous
FREE DISCOUNT POSTER catalog, Write: Art
Factory, 9 West Rosemont Ave., Alexandria, VA
22301,
9/S
PUBUC NOTICE: THE University of New Mexico
campus water supply system advises that Inorganic
and radological water testing was due in January
1984. Inorganic testing is required every three years
and radiological testing is required every four years
by New Mexico Water Supply Regulations, At the
previous sampling period in 1981, the analysis results
met public health requirements. Samples were taken
on August 23, 1984 and were delivered to the State
Laboratory for testing. Results of these tests will be
on file in the office of the Manager, plant Operations,
Ford Utilities Center after September 26, 1984. 9/11
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE7 There are many
discounts available to UNM Jll'rsonnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
homeowners, life, renters, and health Insurance, No
pressure or pushy sales pitch, Ask for John at 2920Sll (days and evenings).
916
$360, WEEKLY/UP MAILING Circulars! No
bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested rush self·
addressed envelope: Division Headquarters, Box
464CFJ, Woodstock, IL 60098,
10/S
EYEGLASSES. WHOLESALE TO the public.
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses, Dunedain
Opticians. 255-2000.
tfn
CLASSIJIIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

46 Parasite

48 Haven:
1 After Nasser
2 wds.
6 Climb
50 Big quantity
10 Leftover dish 52 Bohemian
14 Reserved
53 Grew to be
15 "-Was a
56 Org.
57 Stadium
Lady"
16 Potpourri
word
17 Sea nymph
60 Runaway
18 Connect
marriage
20 Medicine - , 62 Leave out
64 Slave
Alta.
21 Scut
65 Spouse
23 ''You don't
66 Instrument
say!"
67 Observes
24 Word book: 68 Hibernia
abbr.
69 Legs (sl.)
25 Man's
DOWN
nickname
26 Phony
30 Zeus' son
1 Girdle
34 Senility
2 The East
35 Nettled
3 Gossip
37 Legal man:
4 Summer
abbr.
drink
38 And others:
5 Bivouacking
6Tell
Lat.
39 Realty maps
7 Deity
41 Singer
8 Title
42 Mr. Carney
9 Creepy
43 Office copy
10 Container
44- -the
11 Wings
saddle
12 Locale

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

13 Weeded
19 Inward: anat.
22 Receive
24 Watch part
25 Cocky
26 Utopian

27- Dame
28 Aver
29 Lariat
31 Kihd of lily
32 House area
33 Pelt
36 Oleates
40 Stand up
41 Partner

43 Ignominy
45 Suitability
47 Fabrics
49 Attach
51 "Cherchez
Ia-"
53 Insects
54 Additional
55 Pine fruit
56 Against
57 Ceremony
58- and Eve
59 His and61 Auricle
63 Kindled

,

